slide
camera sling strap
courroie en bandoulière
pour appareil photo
カメラスリングストラップ

the most versatile,
low-profile, and
stable camera
strap in the world

welcome to the
peak design ecosystem

B AG S

join Peak on
your favorite
social media!
#findyourpeak

POUCHES +
C OV E R S

CLIPS

carry + access

dual quick adjusters rapidly adapt strap
to any carry-style or body type

58 in
m a x 149 cm
40 in

m i n 101 cm

!

register to activate your lifetime warranty
pkdsn.com/register

carry styles
sling style

sling style provides hands-free and
stable camera carry
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recommended
anchor
placement
prime lens

fully compatible with all
Peak Design and third party
tripod plates

neck carry

included Anchor Mount attaches to camera’s tripod mount
and provides a low-profile attachmement point
stack our new ultra thin Anchor Links
between your camera and plates

works with
any tripod
plate or
L-bracket
front adjuster: quick adjust

flip for
grip!
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peak design

shoulder carry

silicone grip keeps strap stable in shoulder carry
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comfort + stability

unobtrusive internal pad never needs adjustment
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long lens

back adjuster: long term adjustment based on
body type and preference

rated to
200+ lbs
90+ kg
of force

works with peak design
pouches and capture clip

sold separately

pkdsn.com/slide

flip for
grip!

more info + videos
pkdsn.com/slide
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replace if red
inner core
becomes visible!

ad justment

Anchor Link System is universal,
quick-connecting, adaptable, and
connects directly to strap lugs

*
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stack anchors between third
party plates and camera

ultra smooth webbing glides across
body for lightning fast access

Peak Design Anchors

anchor attachment

STRAPS

slide is padded and
optimized for pro setups
and larger cameras
wear in super stable sling style, or
use as shoulder strap or neck strap

Anchors

flash

